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Kindergarten 
We can’t believe how fast this school year is flying by! Part of December will               
be spent assessing all the new learning that has happened so far. We are so               
proud of how much the Kindergarteners have grown these past few months!  
 
We will spend some time learning about traditions and customs around the            
world. December is a great month for K’ers to make a book about the 5               
senses! They will use their new knowledge of traditions and customs to give             
them ideas for each sense. They have been busy making books that they are experts on and                 
what interests them, so they can add another book to their own library!  
 
Kindergarteners will also be inviting their families to come and spend an afternoon making              
crafts and enjoying refreshments. We wish you a kind and joyful holiday season!  

First Grade 
What a month! Three snow days, family-teacher conferences, and Thanksgiving vacation!           
Even with all of the disruptions and excitement the First Grade has managed to grow, learn                
and have fun in school! We spent the month looking at maps and learning some map skills.                 
We found each of our houses on Google Earth and shared a little bit about what makes our                  
home a special place for us. In the next month, we will be focusing on our Wolcott community                  
and learning more about the people who help out and keep things running smoothly. In               
December, we will also return to book making during Writer’s Workshop. I’m excited to see the                
ideas and stories that these kids come up with - we’re a creative bunch for sure! Stay tuned                  
for more adventures from First Grade! 

Second Grade 
Second graders are learning lots of interesting facts about the night           
sky. This unit integrates reading, science, writing and art together.          
We started learning about the moon, the phases is goes through           
each month, and how it orbits our Earth. We will be studying stars,             
including our sun which is the closest star to Earth. We will be             
learning the names of many familiar constellations and how to spot           
them in the night sky along with some of the stories our ancestors             

told about them many years ago. December is a great month to spot Orion, The Big Dipper,                 
and Cassiopeia, just to name a few. Notice the moon and try to get some stargazing in                 
whenever you can! 
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Third Grade 
Third graders are preparing to travel back in time. The year is 1789. What is happening in                 
Wolcott? What is Seth Hubbell up to? We are studying our local history. In science, students                
are learning about simple machines to connect with the technology of those days. We are               
reading Laura Ingalls Wilder and learning much about the past as well as learning how to write                 
with descriptive detail. 

As 2019 winds down, third graders have been feeling grateful. Here are some of the things                
they are most thankful for: 
 

Noah - my dog Bear 
Preston - my family 

Julia - my dog Benny 
Ruben - the people in my life 
Lillianna - my nephew Colton 

Jacob - all the food on our table 
Chloe - the game of basketball 

Olivia - learning is fun in third grade 
Wyatt - my creative, intelligent brain 

Dylan - my mom and dad and my family 
Daisy - for the armed forces that keep us safe 

Ozzie - the air in my lungs and the natural world 
Kenzie - helping animals at NCAL by giving donations 

Makayla - spending time with my baby dogs, Eva and Chloe 
Corbin - having a good brother who has my back at all times  
Trysten - my friends, myself, and happy memories from 2019   
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Fourth Grade 
Fourth graders are working hard on learning all of the ins and outs of what makes a great                  
piece of narrative writing. We hope to wrap up our stories before the holiday break. This month                 
we’ll become scientists as we use our senses and prior knowledge to investigate tracks and               
build bridges. In math we will shift into fractions which will become the focus of instruction for                 
the second trimester. This fall we’ve enjoyed having Miss Fecteau, a student teacher from              
Northern Vermont University, with us twice a week. She’s been here to focus on math.               
However, we’ve had her help in literacy as well. Good luck Miss Fecteau! We’ll miss you. 

Fifth Grade 
It’s hard to believe that December is already here. 5th graders           
will begin practicing and improving their persuasive writing skills         
this month. We are also beginning our math work with fractions           
(YAY!). In literacy, our book clubs are concluding and we will           
transition to working with informational texts. Our focus will be          
on Native American cultures. December is a fun and exciting          
month with so much to do! 

Sixth Grade 
The 6th grade has been busy      
fundraising for their 6th grade trip to       
Nature’s Classroom. Thanks for the     
continued support from the community!     
We are about half-way to our      
fundraising goal. In October, we made      
our own applesauce and we still have       
jars for sale in the school lobby. This        
month, we will continue our study of       
Teen Activists. Students are planning     
and writing an informational text,     
making sure to include text features      
such as photographs and diagrams. In      
math, they will continue to build their       
ratio knowledge by working with     
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equivalent ratios and solving problems with unit rates and percents. They are navigating these              
topics through real world situations. In reading, students will be wrapping up a book group and                
will be discussing character change. In addition, they will continue to work on finding details               
and answering questions about informational text while learning to go back to the text to               
confirm their thinking. Students will begin working on reading poetry in order to understand              
what the text says explicitly, point of view, and theme.  

Music 
Kindergarten, First and Second Grade students      
have been busy singing, dancing and playing music        
in class. Some of their new favorites include There         
Was A Man and He Was Mad, Aiken Drum, and          
Sasha. Ask your child to see if they can sing There           
Was A Man and He Was Mad with the picture they           
made to tell the story! 
 
Third, Fourth, Fifth and    
Sixth Grade students have    
been busy reading, writing,    

playing and singing music in centers at class. We have taken poems            
and turned them into music; such as Fall, Leaves, Fall by Emily Brontë.             
We explored playing our songs with rhythm sticks, boom whackers and           
xylophones. We played games to enhance our understanding of rhythm          
and beat, and have made songs using our body as an instrument            
through body percussion. In a technology based center, we began          
learning Solfege (Think Doe a Deer from The Sound of Music) and will             
continue using solfege in our singing this year.  
 
Color Guard has learned almost all of the choreography to The Final Countdown which we will                
be performing at our winter art and music showcase. We have also begun working in small                
groups to work on songs that students chose. We have invented some new moves to use with                 
our flags, in addition to the standard moves that we learned at the very beginning of the year.  
 
Band is working very hard on their music and instruments. Many students have had giant               
breakthroughs in their playing technique and skills in the last few weeks. We are getting really                
good at playing Two For The Show and Lightly Row. We have started working on Good King                 
Wenceslas, Jingle Bells and Rio Bravo as well. Some students are also working on Sawmill               
Creek. As we prepare for the winter art and music showcase, we may be having some groups                 
play songs showcasing their strengths in addition to some full band pieces.  
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Chorus did a fabulous job at Chorus Day this month. I am very pleased with how our students                  
conducted themselves at the rehearsals, and how they did at the concert itself. I had many                
proud teacher moments during that day. We have another performance coming up very soon:  

 
We will be singing Lean On me, Dona Nobis Pacem, and we might also sing Fairest Lady.                 
Have outdoor clothes with you so that you are ready for the parade that follows the                
performance.  

Visual Arts 

We have missed two Tuesday’s in a row due to some not so nice winter weather. It warms my                   
heart to hear many of these “Tuesday” art students express to me how disappointed they have                
been to miss art class.  

All students in K-6 participated in the still life drawing of gourds, grown in my garden; which I                  
brought into school to share in art class. Kids had fun arranging these small, natural, and                
colorful gourds into small “clumps” to study and draw from. We addressed several art              
vocabulary terms such as: Actual size, Details, Color Blending, Overlapping, Shadows, and            
Creative Color schemes = use of vibrant colors, not always true to actual colors seen. In the                 
end, students became aware that they created a 2-D drawing appearing to look 3-D.  

Veteran’s Day was celebrated by all students in K-6 creating meaningful cards for our              
Veteran’s. A big shout out to Mrs Hill for mailing out these wonderful cards to local Veteran’s                 
as well as sending along many to the VA hospital. It’s a great teaching moment to encourage                 
students to make a gift for someone else. Here at Wolcott Elementary we honor & respect our                 
Veterans.  

December will bring some fun art activities! As the snow piles up, kids will hopefully get outside                 
to build collaborative snow sculptures. We will also study VT’s “Snowflake Bentley” with a              
connection to Art History with some hands on capturing, viewing, and drawing images of              
snowflakes. 

We will also be exploring Holidays around the world; discovering how other cultures celebrate.              
December will also bring the gathering and mounting of student artwork for our winter concert               
which will be held in January of 2020! Stay tuned!  

S.T.E.A.M.i. 
Welcome from STEAMi This month we will be focusing on Second Trimester work.             
Kindergarten will begin with logic puzzles and locating the alphabet on the keyboard. The First               
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Graders will work with origami and paper crafts. The Second Grade is building an              
autobiographical slide show about themselves and are going to begin building a scale map of               
the school. The Third Grade is going to build up to participating in the Hour of Code event that                   
takes place every year. Fourth Grade is going to begin a bridge building activity and will also                 
be working on research skills. The Fifth and Sixth Grades are going to begin working on their                 
3D printing units beginning with 2D Vector Art rendering. 
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